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The endless diversity of nature...

Dear Guests,
This summer, we’re inviting you to join us in all kinds of outdoor activities.
Start off in the area around Lenzerheide, or, should we say, Bikerheide
(PAGE 4). There are trails for everyone here, for beginners and experts,
leisure bikers and pros, couples and families, and for relaxation or thrills.
Then explore the idyllic scenery around Klosters on foot. On two legs or
four, you can all enjoy long walks on the Lecky Trail or the hike trails of
the Prättigau valley, where “Off the leash!” is the order of the day (PAGE
14), because you don’t have to keep your dog on the leash! Then, take a
deep breath before climbing your first 4000 metre peak in Saas-Fee,
accompanied by a professional mountaineer (PAGE 22). Your reward will
be a stunning view that you’ll never forget... Have we got you interested?
Well then, head straight for our great Collection Deals (PAGES 28–31), to
take advantage of some really fantastic offers. They can only be booked
through the Collection magazine. If you can’t see anything to suit you
there, you’ll find other interesting summer specials at the Sunstar hotels
(PAGE 32).
We look forward to welcoming you to one of our 10 Sunstar hotels very
soon and treating you to the Sunstar experience!
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Lenzerheide •
Going with the flow
4

Bikerheide
on two wheels
5
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The broad upland valley of Lenzerheide, with its idyllic,
park-like scenery and Lake Heid glistening in the sunshine,
offers perfect conditions for cycling and the “in” sport of
mountain biking (MTB). Over the last few years, the region
has steadily extended its network of trails and has become
a popular bikers’ El Dorado.
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The Lenzerheide region offers bikers an astonishing
range of different experiences, so everyone can get in
the flow! The centrepiece is the Lenzerheide Bikepark.
Radiating out from it are over 500 kilometres of signposted routes, while GPS data is available for routes
covering more than 900 kilometres. They range from
leisurely to challenging and you can ride them alone, as
a couple or with all the family. And incidentally, they’re
also great for e-bikers.

How about starting with
a nice easy ride?
In pleasant sunshine and comfortable temperatures, you
flow serenely along forest tracks and unsurfaced roads,
with gentle climbs and relaxing descents. Every so often,
you can stop for a refreshing break to catch your breath,
sitting on a bench with amazing views of the surrounding mountains. Your route takes you past a readymade
barbecue site – it must be time to stop for a picnic! Then,
with fresh strength, you continue up a slight incline back
to Lenzerheide. What fun!
If you’re a more energetic pedaller, try a route that starts
with a taxing uphill section so that you’ll soon be sweating. On you go, from alp to alp, over hill and dale. And,
of course, “alp” does not refer just to the mountains but
also to the various alpine huts that provide refreshments
for hungry bikers. The ride culminates with a sensational
downhill stretch offering outstanding views of the whole
valley. Then how about finishing off with a refreshing dip
in Lake Heid?
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“Narrow trails, uphill and
down dale, rough and
smooth, with some tricky
bends.”
That pretty much sums up an exciting MTB trail.
Effortless biking doesn’t just require balance,
flexibility and trust in your bike – the technique,
moves and tricks all have to be regularly practised and worked on. The Lenzerheide Bikepark
is the perfect place for that. The popular playground for beginners and pros alike is located
between the Scharmoin middle station and the
Rothorn valley station and offers five tempting
“lines” (now we’re getting into biking jargon...):
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• The FLOWline (blue) is for beginners or for
warming up, and is suitable for newcomers to
the sport and families. With its little jumps and
smooth curves, it’s the ideal place to practise
the basics.
• The PRIMEline (red) is for adrenaline junkies
with average to good riding abilities, because it
offers speed, flow and “airtime”.
• On the SHOREline (red) you get down to business with “north shores” (obstacles) and bigger
drops.
• The STRAIGHTline (black) is “the Beast”, a
challenge for any rider!
• The STYLEline (black) is the one for airtime and
style (enhancing your riding with tricks). Jumps
of all kinds lie in wait for “whippers” (who go
sideways over a jump), no-handers and the
like.

“Skill Centre” for beginners
and pros
The training circuit by the Rothorn valley station is a
popular meeting place for anyone who wants to hone
their technique and have a go at jumps, drops, north
shores, wall rides and banked turns.

Biking fun for young and old.
For the younger ones, as well as the Flow line and the
Skill Centre, there’s also the Kids’ Bike League: at the
Lenzerheide Bike School, they are taught in a fun way
all about biking and how to move, in classes for three
levels of ability. Another highlight is the pump track
that opened in the village in August 2019. The asphalted wave circuit gives kids, especially, loads of exercise
and fun. By making rhythmic movements as they go
over the waves, they generate so much energy that the
bike keeps moving without them having to pedal. But
it’s not just youngsters who love the new facility, experienced bikers can also work on new sequences there.
And the best thing for our guests is that, because the
pump track is right in front of the Sunstar hotel, you
can watch all the energetic goings-on from our sunshine terrace or your balcony!

A keen biker?
The Sunstar Hotel Lenzerheide has some
great services for its biking guests:
• Lockable bike cellar
• Small repair workshop
• Bike washing facility with cleaning equipment
• Laundry service for bikers’ clothing
• Drying room for bikers’ clothing
• Special biking packages
• 10% discount on e-bike hire at Louis Sport
• Advice: route planning, biking tours, hire shops
Don’t want to miss out? For biking packages for families,
see page 37. Other offers for bikers can be found at
lenzerheide.sunstar.ch
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Investing for today and tomorrow –
modern designs, bright colours
and romantic details.
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Once again, a great deal has been going on at the
Sunstar hotels during the last autumn and winter.
And we’re happy to lift the veil on some new highlights that we have in store for you this summer.

Looking back.

Grisons. The team in Klosters is delighted with the
8 new Nova rooms that have been renovated on the
3rd floor, and last winter the beautiful rooms also
went down very well with the guests who stayed
there. The first phase of the new wellness area in
Lenzerheide was successfully completed. Some new
walls have already been built and the quiet area
has been extended. We can hardly wait to show
you the fully finished wellness area in the summer.
Bernese Oberland. Wengen has fitted new carpets in all rooms. In Grindelwald, there have been
a lot of changes in some of the rooms. In autumn, 14 new Premium rooms, 8 Nova double
rooms and 6 Nova single rooms were completely refurbished and crossed off the “to-do” list.
And what’s going on down south? While you were
busy zooming down the ski slopes in the winter, in
Brissago 3 bathrooms were completely renovated
including the plumbing, and the remaining balcony
floors on the 2nd and 3rd storeys were replaced. In
Piedmont, the new-look kitchen is gleaming after
its refurbishment.

The bathrooms in the new Nova
rooms feature a rain shower.


Cosiness and comfort combined
with good design.

Looking ahead.
Four new family rooms are going to be created in
Arosa in time for the summer season and we’re sure
they’ll be equally popular with adults and children.
And on the subject of new rooms, in Davos an incredible 42 rooms are being upgraded to Premium
rooms and a further 3 new Suites created. In Piedmont, the conversion of the adjacent “Casa Pia”
building has begun. By the spring of 2021, there will
be an “osteria” here and 7 new rooms.
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Training with Sunstar...
At the Sunstar hotels and at the head office in Liestal,
apprentices are being trained for the following careers:
• Hotel manager (Swiss Federal Proficiency Certificate, EFZ)
• Restaurant manager (EFZ)
• Hotel PR manager (EFZ)
• Business manager (EFZ)
• Chef (EFZ)

		20

apprentices

are currently receiving training
in the Sunstar Hotel Group

What our apprentices say.
“Sunstar pays attention to the
needs of trainees and all its employees.”

“If you show commitment and
interest, you’ll do well at Sunstar
even after your basic training.”

Alessia Solèr, trainee business manager
at the Sunstar Hotel Davos

Raphael Seunig, who has completed his
business management training at the
Sunstar Hotel Arosa

Interested in apprenticeships at Sunstar? Send an application to personal@sunstar.ch

More about training at
Sunstar in the video

Our oldest employee
His 80th birthday party at the Sunstar Hotel Arosa featured
not only cake and wine but also a nice poem:
“Peter Buri is 80 this year, give a cheer, give a cheer!
Day in, day out he drives the bus,
and does more than that, without a fuss!
He takes the money to the bank – Peter,
you’re the one we thank!
When our guests arrive at Arosa station,
to the hotel he provides transportation.
And when he takes kids to the cable car,
all the parents say “Peter’s a star!”
Now “All the best” to him we say,
and hope he enjoys this special day!”
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IN CONVERSATION

“Sunstar never stands still
and is always coming up
with new surprises.”
Yves Timonin and his partner Grit Schlutter have been managing
the Sunstar hotel in Grindelwald since 2004. The couple started out as
hosts at the hotel in Wengen in 2001. Hotel dog Jamiro also helps create
a “pawesome” atmosphere.

Hotel Director, Regional Manager
and Member of the Management
Board: what are your primary responsibilities?
My main focus is on managing the
wellness and conference hotel in
Grindelwald, which has 400 beds.
In my role as Regional Manager, I
serve as line manager and sparring
partner for the hotel directors in
Wengen, Saas-Fee and Zermatt. I’m
also the link with the Management
Board.
How do you manage to juggle so
many balls?
Well, ideally I’d have three hands!
And without my partner Grit always by my side and my reliable
team of senior staff, it would be
hard to keep up with it all.
But perhaps having a private life is
an alien concept?
Our free time is very limited, so Grit
and I know we have to use it well.
We try to spend it together if we
possibly can. We relax outdoors with
our dog, preferably by going out
walking for hours.
How long have you had your hotel
dog, and what has changed because
of him?
We got Jesper first, eleven years
ago, but unfortunately he died when
he was only six years old. Not long
after that, we got our Labrador,
Jamiro, who is now five. Having a
pet means taking responsibility for
another life, and we have found that
very enriching.

Where does Jamiro have his place
and how do you look after him?
He spends his days in the back
office where he has his basket.
We reserve three hours to spend
with him every day, which makes
a healthy balance for us, too. Grit
also takes him to “find and retrieve”
exercise classes.
How do the hotel staff and guests
respond to the dog?
Our staff like to have him around.
If Jamiro goes away for a couple
of days, they ask: “Where has our
therapy dog gone?” Many guests
react positively to him, and sometimes children come behind the
Reception desk to stroke him. He is
good for establishing closeness and
communication. Of course, there
are also some guests who aren’t so
keen on dogs. Then we make sure
that Jamiro isn’t too much in evidence.
About the guests: which countries
do most of them come from?
Most of them come from Europe.
But the Jungfrau region is also very
popular with Asians. If I think back
fifteen years, then it was mainly
Japanese, but today a lot come
from South-East Asia, and recently
also from the Emirates. Things are
also changing now, with a move
away from Asians going on group
tours and a growing trend for individual travel.

In what ways do the cultural differences between your guests become
apparent and how do you deal with
that?
One good example are kettles in
the rooms: because people kept
cooking noodle soup in them, we
have had to do away with them. Instead we now have urns of hot water available in the communal areas
for everyone to use. As Swiss hosts,
we feel that it is our responsibility
to inform our international guests
about the cultural habits here.
What is the secret behind your many
years of employment with Sunstar?
Sunstar never stands still, it is constantly developing operationally,
creating new and exciting opportunities. Over the years, we have
made numerous changes to our
hotel and grown along with the
company. We have also got to know
lots of guests who are now regulars
– so there’s a personal connection there. However, the pleasant
working environment is also partly
thanks to our teamwork with our
colleagues. And we owe a big thank
you to the Board of Directors for
their unfailing confidence in us.
But of course, the icing on the cake
is the idyllic scenery here in the
Bernese Oberland!
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Off the leash
for a 4-star
dog’s life

14
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Our four-legged hotel guest Einstein
von Vierbein charms everyone because he is not only affectionate and
playful but also very smart. Here, he
generously gives us an insight into
his most intimate thoughts during
his 4-star visit to our hotel.
We have to conclude that “a dog’s
life” now seems to be very different
from how it used to be defined in the
dictionary!
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"Dorfstube" restaurant
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You can’t be serious?! You don’t really expect me to be satisfied with just one of these tasty welcome treats?! After
I was so good on the three-hour journey to get here?! And
what am I saying, “good”? One could almost say that I was
pawsitively a role model for four-legged SBB passengers.
Oh well, my friends. If it doesn’t occur to you that I might need
seconds, then I have no alternative but to go into my tried and
tested drama queen routine: I stretch up to my full height, shift
my weight on to my front legs and puff out my chest. Then
it starts: to begin with, a tiny little woof performed piano,
then I transition into crescendo, before reaching Forte-Bello® (my successful trademark for “barking at the top of
my voice”). I follow it up with a pause for dramatic effect,
backed up by an irresistible stare from my big soulful eyes.

A delicious welcome
for four-legged friends.
Come on now, you two-legged twits, just give me another
treat at long last. And if you’d be so good, another one for
my charming pal Bernstein (my young cousin in 2nd grade,
also a “von Vierbein”, who knows how to wind everyone round
his little paw with his amber-coloured eyes). My master and
mistress, Markus and Manuela, look apologetically at the receptionist. That smart man not only seems to be on the ball
professionally, but he also understands my language: with a
sympathetic smile, he promptly conjures up two more snacks.
I love it when my plan works! Satisfied, I make myself comfy
by the Reception desk and wait patiently while we check in.
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Every dog’s dream.
As soon as they open the bedroom door, Markus and Manuela are virtually rooted to the spot, they’re so stunned by the
wonderful view from the balcony. I, on the other hand, am far
more interested in the snuggly dog blanket and my food and
drink bowl. In fact, I would never have dared to dream that
a dog like me could ever be made so welcome and be so well
looked after at a 4-star hotel. If I was one of the two-legged
species, I would probably have tears in my eyes now, I’m so
moved. And the best thing is that, this evening, Bernstein and
I are even allowed into the "Dorfstube" restaurant at the Sunstar Hotel Klosters! Of course, I have to promise that under
no circumstances will I repeat my Forte-Bello® performance
from earlier on. But I certainly don’t. Instead, I sit up and
beg and impress the other guests with my good behaviour (is
there perhaps another treat in it for me?).

Off the leash for a
wonderful dog’s life.
Oh what fun, there are so many places round here where I
can be let off the leash! I leap around madly for sheer joy, roll
on my back and run to my heart’s content. Tomorrow we’re
going to do the Lecky Trail – a dog-friendly footpath that
makes a great walk for dogs and humans. My two-legged
parents can even go racing down the mountain on a scooter
(and of course I can keep up with them quite easily *harrumph*). Oh, yes! – and this winter it looks as if I’ll even be
able to join them on the cross-country skiing trail. The things
these two-legged creatures think of... Sometimes even I, the
four-legged genius, have to smile.
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Did you know?
Your four-legged friends are welcome at all Sunstar hotels,
but especially in Grindelwald and Klosters.
There they are given a special welcome treat and there will
be a snuggly blanket and a food and drink bowl waiting in
the room for them. They don’t have to stay on the leash on
the footpaths. In Klosters, there are even special areas of
the restaurant for dog owners and their pets.
For more information see pages 35 + 36
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Touch
the sky in
Valais.

22
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Holidays. A time for new places and
the wonderfully unexpected. But
even though we have more and more
opportunities, it’s becoming harder
and harder to find those undiscovered places and experiences. It’s
certainly by no means as easy and
straightforward as it used to be.
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Yesterday’s insiders’ secrets have become today’s “in” places. It’s partly thanks to Instagram
and Facebook. Influencers and other would-be
gurus tell us where the most beautiful and interesting places in the world are. Then hordes
of people go there and feel that this makes
them incredibly interesting themselves for a
few hours. They turn on their cameras, send up
their drones and take exactly the same unique
picture, or make the same YouTube video, in
the same place, as the one that made them go
there in the first place. Then of course they post
it online. And the next wave of people promptly comes along. And so it goes on. Been there,
done that. It’s not original, but it’s the modern
way.

Tom and Hilde don’t want to be modern. They
don’t want to mingle with the crowds, they want
a unique experience in the mountains. They
come from Belgium. There are no mountains
there. The highest peak is exactly 700 metres.
And they had to cheat a bit and pile up stones
on a mound to even get a 7 in front. Naturally, that’s not good enough for our two alpine
climbers. That’s why they keep coming to the
Swiss mountains. The wild and romantic valleys, the rocky canyons, the banks of compacted snow and the mountain-top crosses – these
are the places they always seek out for their
holidays.
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Two four-thousand-metre peaks makes one
eight-thousand-metre one! But let’s take
one thing at a time. The Valais, with over 40
four-thousand-metre peaks, is an undisputed El
Dorado for climbers and anyone who wants to
get up, up and away for their holidays. Following the success of their “My first 4000 m peak”
package, Sunstar Hotels is now offering a second package: “My next 4000 m experience”.

Sunstar’s “My first 4000 m peak” package at
Saas-Fee appealed to them immediately. The
key element is, of course, the mountain guide.
That brings a big adventure within reach, even
for lowlanders. Toni is a complete professional.
You don’t need to be told, you can see it just
by watching him: every hand movement is just
so, every hold is in the right place, deliberate
and precise. On the first day, Tom and Hilde
not only discuss the route with Toni but also
do some practice and training with high-alpine equipment: carabiners, harnesses, ropes
and crampons. What do you put on first, which
strap goes where and what should the knot look
like in the end? The guide knows all the answers
and the “Belgian rope team” is quick on the uptake. By the end of this exciting day, crampons
and ice axes have become familiar objects for
them, too.
One more sleep. Tomorrow’s the day. Let’s hope
the weather holds. Wisps of mist drift around
the hotel. A sudden change of weather in the
mountains is something nobody wants. But a bit
of uncertainty is inevitable, after all, climbing
a four-thousand-metre peak isn’t a walk in the
park, it’s an adventure off the beaten track.
Tom and Hilde are delighted.
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Anyway, as we said, one thing at a time: “My
first 4000 m peak” is the Allalinhorn. It’s an
“easy” mountain, but at no less than 4027 metres, it’s still pretty high! But don’t worry, on the
first day you don’t get down to the nitty-gritty
quite yet. First of all, an experienced mountain
guide teaches you all about the equipment and
technique. During the training, you practise
moving about on snow and ice, attached to a
rope. It’s fun and not so hard after all! The second day is when you begin in earnest. The alarm
goes off at 4.30 a.m., the crack of dawn. Then
you start by going up a few hundred metres on
the cable car. But when you reach the top station, there’s no more cheating. Soon it’s time
to put your crampons on and put your muscles
to work. The mountain guide has every-thing in
hand. The route, the tempo, the weather. When
you reach the ridge, first of all you take a break
for breakfast. Then you tackle the last stage:
the path to the top. One step at a time in air
that’s getting a bit thin. Then you’ve made it,
you’re on the top and you can almost touch the
sky. Simply fantastic! And what can you say
about the view! If you’ve never been up there,
you have no idea, and if you’ve seen it, you know
that it’s indescribable.

My first 4000 m peak
Climb the Allalinhorn (4027 m)
in Saas-Fee with an experienced
local mountain guide and enjoy
the most amazing views.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 3 nights in a DBL/SGL Classic
• Training on ice or rock
on the first day (4-5 hrs)
• Ascent of the Allalinhorn
on the 2nd day (5 hrs)
• Technical equipment
• Use of the mountain railways
excl. “Metro Alpin”
• For exact dates, prices and what
else is included, see sunstar.ch

14.06. – 20.09.2020
Arrival: Thu, Sun, Tue
from CHF 649 per person
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers
are not accepted. Exception: Privilège
Cheques 10%.

SO YOU’VE ALREADY CONQUERED YOUR FIRST FOURTHOUSAND-METRE PEAK?
THEN IT’S TIME FOR YOUR
SECOND, SEE PAGE 39.
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WITH OUR EXCLUSIVE

Collection Deals

YOU GET SOME GREAT EXTRAS INCLUDED FREE OF CHARGE!

Fantastic
experiences
by rail
RAIL PASS INCLUDED!

SAAS-FEE

5 nights in DBL at
the current daily rate

09.08. – 14.08.2020

from

CHF 525

per person

Rail pass
inclued

30.08. – 05.09.2020

ZERMATT
06.09. – 11.09.2020
11.10. – 16.10.2020

Book online using code: “BAHN20”
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Info & booking: sunstar.ch/en/collection • 0800 611 611

Hiking
CABLE-CAR TICKET
INCLUDED!

GRINDELWALD

3 nights in DBL/SGL

07.10. – 10.10.2020

17.05. – 20.05.2020

at the current daily rate
from

WENGEN

CHF 315

13.09. – 16.09.2020

per person, sample price: Wengen
Book online using code:

• reservation@sunstar.ch

Cablecar ticket
included

08.10. – 11.10.2020

“HIKE20”

All offers: Accepted in half of regular payment: Loyalty Cards,
shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Food & drinks

COLLECTION DEALS

1 EVENING MEAL
INCLUDED!

KLOSTERS

2 nights in DBL/SGL
at the current daily rate

02.08. – 05.08.2020

from

02.07. – 05.07.2020
07.08. – 09.08.2020
16.08. – 19.08.2020

CHF 210

21.08. – 23.08.2020

per person

PIEDMONT

Sample price: Klosters

19.04. – 21.04.2020
Book online using code:

03.05. – 05.05.2020

“DINNER20"

20.11. – 22.11.2020

1 evening
meal
included

Wellness

1x
massage
included

1 x MASSAGE (50 MINS)
INCLUDED!

AROSA

3 nights in DBL/SGL at

21.09. – 25.09.2020

the current daily rate

25.10. – 31.10.2020

from

CHF 315

per person, sample price: Arosa

26.06. – 03.07.2020

DAVOS
02.08. – 05.08.2020
01.10. – 04.10.2020

GRINDELWALD
Book online using code:

10.05. – 14.05.2020

“SPA20”

14.10. – 17.10.2020

LENZERHEIDE
Online Buchung mit Webcode: "WEBSPA"
14.06. – 19.06.2020
19.07. – 24.07.2020
27.09. – 02.10.2020
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Info & booking: sunstar.ch/en/collection • 0800 611 611

2nd person
gets 50%
off

Duet

THE 2 ND PERSON
IN A DBL ROOM
STAYS FOR HALF PRICE!
3 nights in DBL
at the current daily rate
from

CHF 315

per person, sample price: Klosters
Book online using code:

“DUO20”

KLOSTERS
21.06. – 01.07.2020
20.07. – 26.07.2020
17.08. – 23.08.2020

BRISSAGO
03.05. – 06.05.2020
12.10. – 16.10.2020

• reservation@sunstar.ch

All offers: Accepted in half of regular payment: Loyalty Cards,
shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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From the circus tent
to the relaxation room.
Circus Weeks
That’s the motto for our Circus Weeks. From setting up the tent
to the final performance, you’ll find out exactly how a circus
works. Not just as a spectator but as an acrobat, juggler, magician, fakir, clown or tent-builder. Want to come along?
INCLUDED PER FAMILY:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 nights in a Family room
Gourmet meals for the adults in the evening
Lunch and evening meals for children
Circus programme for the children incl. final show
Arosa “All Inclusive Card”
Use of the mountain railways
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



12. – 17.07., 19.07. – 24.07.2020 from CHF 1,920
Price per family / minimum No.: 30 children
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers are not accepted. Exception: Privilège
Cheques 10%.

Mother & Daughter Wellness Days
With our Mother & Daughter Wellness package, the focus is on
relaxing together, being pampered and spending quality time
together. Our spacious family rooms are the perfect place to
rest and recharge your batteries.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights in a Family room
Gourmet meals in the evening
30% discount on all wellness treatments
Arosa “All Inclusive Card”
Use of the mountain railways until 18.10.2020
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



28.08. – 31.10.2020 from CHF 279
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Sheer exhilaration
at exciting Lake Maggiore.
Special offer for solo travellers
During our special weeks for solo travellers, you have 32 m2 and a
big balcony all to yourself – with a beautiful view of Lake Maggiore
included. Best of all, there’s no supplement for single use of a
Junior Suite!
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• Per night in a Junior Suite
• No single-use supplement
• For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch


15. – 20.03., 24. – 29.05., 13. – 18.09., 25. – 30.10.2020 from CHF 105
Price per person
Accepted in regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.

Adventure Days
Are you up for adventure? See a new side of Ticino. You’ll be spoilt
for choice, with bungee jumping, canyoning and paragliding all on
offer. And if a short adventure isn’t enough for you, then just stay
for 2 nights longer!
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 3 or 5 nights in a Junior Suite
• 1 x 3-course gourmet evening meal
• 1 or 2 adventures of your choice: bungee jumping, canyoning or
paragliding
• 1 x Ticino Lifestyle evening meal: focaccia, rice/pasta salad, dessert of the
day, water, wine (375 ml, red or white) and coffee
• Ticino Ticket
• For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch


01.05. – 15.10.2020 3 nights CHF 605.– / 5 nights CHF 1,005
Price per person
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers are not accepted. Exception: Privilège
Cheques 20%.
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Active and sociable.
Inspiring and relaxing.
Themed holidays for active seniors
Explore the varied walkers’ paradise around Davos on our escorted
tours in four levels of difficulty while enjoying nature and new
things with like-minded people.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 nights in DBL Standard
Gourmet meals in the evening
Use of the mountain railways
Daily guided walks, four levels of difficulty (1 - 5 hrs)
Varied programme of activities with our visitor guides
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



13.06. – 18.07.2020, 08.08. – 19.09.2020 CHF 1,215
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.

Yoga Retreat
Yoga is one of the oldest techniques in the world for harmonising
body, mind and soul and boosting personal development. The combination of inspirational themed talks and yoga classes in the unspoilt surroundings of the Davos mountains makes our Yoga
Retreat the perfect way to leave your everyday life behind!
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 3 nights in DBL/SGL Standard
with balcony
• Gourmet meals in the evening
with vegetarian options and a
healthy main course
• 75 mins yoga every morning
(except Sunday)

• 4 interesting talks about
yoga (60 mins) followed by
yoga class (60 mins)
• Fruit, Davos spring water and tea
available during the yoga classes
• Late check-out until 1.45 p.m.
• For exact dates, prices and what
else is included, see sunstar.ch



24.09. – 27.09.2020 CHF 850
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Relax with the Eiger and Mönch
in Grindelwald.
Off the leash
Dogs are most welcome at the Sunstar Hotel Grindelwald. Enjoy
the stunning landscape of the Jungfrau region and allow your dog
freedom without a leash!
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•

3, 5 or 7 nights in DBL Standard
Gourmet meals in the evening
Your dog(s) stay(s) free of charge in your room (excl. food)
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



01.05. – 18.10.2020
3 nights from CHF 519
5 nights from CHF 865
7 nights from CHF 1,175
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.

Wellness Dream Days
Time for relaxation and rest in the wellness oasis at the Sunstar
Hotel Grindelwald. Enjoy a soothing massage and then unwind in
the relaxation room with its imposing panoramic view of the Eiger
North Face. In the evening, a delicious dinner awaits you in a cozy
ambience.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•

3 nights in DBL Standard Eiger
Gourmet meals in the first evening
1 x wellness voucher worth CHF 130
Admission to the spa centre
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



01.05. – 13.10.2020 from CHF 569
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Klosters = paradise for
romantics + dogs
Off the leash
So you don’t want to go on holiday without your loyal companion at
your side? Your four-legged friend is welcome at our dog-friendly
hotel in Klosters and, with this deal, they even stay for free.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•

3 nights in DBL/SGL Budget
Gourmet meals in the evening
Your dog(s) stay(s) free of charge in your room (excl. food)
Free use of the mountain railways for 2 days
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



12.06. – 11.10.2020 from CHF 475
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.

Time out
Take your picnic hamper in one hand and a soft blanket in the
other and find a secluded spot. Enjoy spending time together with
stunning views and delicious treats from your well-filled hamper.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•

2 or 4 nights in DBL Premium
Gourmet meals in the evening
Daily pre-dinner drinks
A filled picnic hamper or a CHF 25 voucher for food and drink at the
Madrisa Hof mountain restaurant
• Use of the mountain railways for 1 or 3 days
• For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



12.06. – 11.10.2020
2 nights from CHF 375.– / 4 nights from CHF 729.–
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Discover Lenzerheide,
on foot or on 2 wheels.
Kids’ Bike Academy
You’ll love our special package for families, including a varied programme of activities combined with lots of biking fun, in the childfriendly resort of Lenzerheide.
INCLUDED PER FAMILY:
•
•
•
•
•

3 nights in DBL Standard
Gourmet evening meals for all the family
Kids’ Bike Academy on 2 afternoons (Mon-Thu)
Use of the mountain railways
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



06.07. – 13.08./28.09. – 15.10.2020 (Arrival Sun-Tue)
2 adults with 1 child (aged from 3 to 12) CHF 999
2 adults with 2 children (aged from 3 to 12) CHF 1,405
2 adults with 3 children (aged from 3 to 12) CHF 1,565
Price per family
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers are not accepted. Exception: Privilège Cheques 20%.

Hiking dream
The footpaths will take you through beautiful landscapes, past
mighty summits and lovely alpine lakes amid unspoilt nature. See
for yourself - fresh mountain air is all part of the package!
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 or 5 nights in DBL/SGL Standard
Gourmet meals in the evening
Voucher for a drink at Chämi Bar
Hiking map of Arosa-Lenzerheide
Use of the mountain railways
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



05.06. – 18.10.2020
2 nights from CHF 309.– / 5 nights from CHF 790
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Get to know the country,
people and food of Piedmont
In-depth Piedmont in the spring
Time to get to know Piedmont from its typical, traditional side! On
daily guided excursions with our host Peter Müller, you explore the
famous palaces of Turin, a well-known regional winery, the vineyards of Barolo, Barbaresco and Cortemiglia and a typical rice
farm and go on a guided tour of Alba.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•

Guided cultural tour
5 nights in DBL Ambiente
Welcome drink
Daily gourmet meals in the evening
Visit to a vineyard accompanied
by the wine-grower

•
•
•
•

Guided tour of Alba
Visit to a hazelnut farm
Transfers for all day trips
For exact dates, prices and what
else is included, see sunstar.ch



10.05. – 15.05.2020 from € 1,000
Price per person / minimum No.: 16
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.

Piedmontese cookery course
Wield a wooden spoon with our head chef and pick up lots of tips
and tricks while cooking together and getting an insight into Piedmont’s varied cuisine – and naturally there’s an exciting truffle hunt
and a tour of a winery, as well.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 5 nights in DBL Ambiente
• Daily gourmet meals in the
evening
• 4 x lunches
• 4-day cookery course with the
head chef
• 1 x cooking surprise

• Visit to a torrone (nougat) factory,
a pasta factory and a winery
• Truffle hunt
• Transfers for all day trips
• For exact dates, prices and what
else is included, see sunstar.ch

								

15.11. – 20.11.2020 € 1,500
Price per person / minimum No.: 8, maximum 14 participants
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Action and enjoyment
among 4000 m peaks.
My next 4000 m experience
The Alphubel (4206 m) is probably the most striking 4000 m peak
in the Alps. Climb it with an experienced local guide and you will be
rewarded with a breathtaking view of the Valais Alps.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 nights in DBL/SGL Classic
Glacier trekking and ice training on the 1st day (4-5 hrs)
Ascent of the Alphubel on the 2nd day (5 hrs)
Technical equipment
Use of all cable cars except “Metro Alpin”
1 x whole-body massage (50 min.)
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



14.06. – 20.09.2020 (arrival: Thu) from CHF 849
Price per person
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers are not accepted. Exception: Privilège
Cheques 10%.

Valais Short & Intense
We’ll be glad to help you recharge your batteries with a short
break in Saas-Fee. Our pampering programme includes an evening
meal of typical Valais specialities and a soothing massage. The rest
is done by the picturesque environment and the fresh mountain air.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights in DBL/SGL Classic
1 x Evening culinary
1 x Partial Body Massage à 25 Min.
Use of all cable cars except “Metro Alpin”
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



12.06. – 31.10.2020 from CHF 299
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Way up high: to the
Männlichen or the Jungfrau?
Top of Europe
Spend some lovely days in Wengen and visit the Jungfraujoch – the
Top of Europe. Up here, you enter a wonderful high alpine world of
rock, snow and ice. Europe’s highest railway station is at 3454 m
above sea level!
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 2 nights in a DBL/SGL Standard
• Return trip to the Jungfraujoch (based on the half-fare travelcard)
• For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch


15.05. – 10.10.2020 CHF 330
Price per person
Accepted in half of regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.

Calling all Summiteers
Fly high with the “Royal Ride” of the Männlichen cable car. The
modern open-air balcony cabins offer a majestic view of the
world-famous Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau. So your journey becomes a real highlight and experience.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
•
•
•
•

3 nights in DBL/SGL Standard
Gourmet meals in the evening
Ride on the Männlichen cable car with the “Royal Ride”
For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



15.05. – 10.10.2020 CHF 495
Price per person
Accepted in regular payment:
Loyalty Cards, shareholder vouchers and Privilège Cheques.
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Way up high in
full view of the Matterhorn!
Peaks a-plenty
Zermatt is surrounded by 38 x 4000 metre-peaks. Who would not
feel on a high there? The Peak Pass enables you to experience the
high-alpine scenery up close and brings you safely from one mountain peak to the next.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 4 nights in DBL Compact
• 3-day Peak Pass
• For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch


31.05. – 31.10.2020 CHF 599
Price per person
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers are not accepted. Exception: Privilège
Cheques 20%.

Bird’s Eye View
We move heaven and earth for you - and what follows is high-altitude euphoria of a very special kind: explore the 38 x 4000 m
peaks from above on a helicopter ride – as impressive as it’s unforgettable.
INCLUDED PER PERSON:
• 2 nights in DBL Compact
• 20 min. helicopter flight
• For exact dates, prices and what else is included, see sunstar.ch



31.05. – 30.10.2020 CHF 399
Price per person
Loyalty Cards and shareholder vouchers are not accepted. Exception: Privilège
Cheques 10%.
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COLLECTION READERS’ TOUR

The delights of autumn
in Piedmont with mini-cruise
Explore the joys of the south in autumn with our unusual Readers’
Tour, conveniently starting and finishing in Brissago. First explore
the most interesting secret places in Piedmont with our host Peter
Müller, before enjoying “dolce far niente” aboard the popular
Costa Magica, with two short stops in Barcelona and Marseilles.

Detailed prices
and information about
the ship and the hotels at:

sunstar.ch/readers-tour

Included per person
• 4 nights in DBL Ambiente at the
Sunstar Hotel Piedmont incl.
half-board and tourist tax
• 3-night cruise on the Costa Magica
incl. full board and tips
• 5 lunches in Brissago and Piedmont
• 3 guided coach tours in Piedmont incl.
admission tickets and tastings

Itinerary
08.11.2020		
		

Make your own way to Brissago, welcome drinks, lunch,
Coach transfer to Piedmont

09.11.2020

Coach trip to visit sights in the region (whole day)

10.11.2020 		

Coach trip to visit sights in the region (whole day)

11.11.2020 		

Coach trip to visit sights in the region (1/2 day)

12.11.2020

Coach transfer to Savona, 4.30 p.m. “Full steam ahead”

13.11.2020

Stop in Barcelona (1 p.m. to 7 p.m.)

14.11.2020

Stop in Marseille (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)

15.11.2020 		
		

Arrive in Savona (9 a.m.), bus transfer to Lugano SBB
and Brissago, make your own way home

• Coach transfers Brissago – Piedmont,
Piedmont – Savona, Savona – Lugano
SBB or Brissago

Not included
• Drinks and personal expenses
• Optional shore excursions
• Other tips, insurance

Extra days in Brissago before the Readers’ Tour can be booked on request



08.11. – 15.11.2020 from CHF 1,495
Price per person / minimum number of participants: 20 people
Loyalty Cards not accepted; exception: Sunstar shareholder vouchers (4%)
or Privilège Cheques (8%)
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The Sunstar Hotel Collection:
even more varied than you expect.
ALL OUR HOTELS AT A GLANCE.

Basel

St. Gallen

LIESTAL

Zurich

Lucerne
KLOSTERS
Bern
Chur
Thun

GRINDELWALD

WENGEN

Switzerland

AROSA
LENZERHEIDE

DAVOS

St.Moritz

Visp
BRISSAGO

Geneva

SAAS-FEE

Lugano

ZERMATT

PIEDMONT

Sunstar Hotel Arosa

Sunstar Hotel Klosters

Sunstar Hotel Saas-Fee

Seewaldstrasse 12, 7050 Arosa

Boscaweg 7, 7252 Klosters Dorf

Obere Dorfstrasse 30, 3906 Saas-Fee

+41 (0)81 378 77 77, arosa@sunstar.ch

+41 (0)81 423 21 00, klosters@sunstar.ch

+41 (0)27 958 15 60, saasfee@sunstar.ch

Sunstar Hotel Brissago

Sunstar Hotel Lenzerheide

Sunstar Hotel Wengen

Via Gabbietta 3, 6614 Brissago

Voa Sporz 8, 7078 Lenzerheide

Wengiboden 1352a, 3823 Wengen

+41 (0)91 793 27 66, brissago@sunstar.ch

+41 (0)81 385 88 88, lenzerheide@sunstar.ch

+41 (0)33 856 52 00, wengen@sunstar.ch

Sunstar Hotel Davos

Sunstar Hotel Piedmont

Sunstar Hotel Zermatt

Oberwiesstrasse 3, 7270 Davos Platz

Via Mario Bausola 2, 14057 Isola d’Asti, Italy

Untere Mattenstrasse 50, 3920 Zermatt

+41 (0)81 836 12 12, davos@sunstar.ch

+39 0141 958 006, piemont@sunstar.ch

+41 (0)27 966 56 66, zermatt@sunstar.ch

Sunstar Hotel Grindelwald
Dorfstrasse 168, 3818 Grindelwald
+41 (0)33 854 77 77, grindelwald@sunstar.ch
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